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Abstract 

The homotopy type of the space of rational curves on a toric variety has been 
well studied by several authors since the work of Segal [27] appeared (cf. [9], [10], 
[12], [15], [18], [25]). In this note we shall consider the real analogue of these spaces. 
In particular, we report about the homotopy type of spaces of algebraic loops on a 
toric variety. This result is based on the joint works with A. Kozlowski given in [19]. 

1 Introduction 

First we shall recall several basic definitions and facts about toric topology. 

Fans and toric varieties. A convex rational polyhedral cone u in町 isa subset of図

of the form 

(1.1)(J =Cone(S) = Cone(m1, ・ ・ ・, m』={I:>.k叫：入k2'. 0 for any k ｝ 
k=l 

for a finite set S = { mk H=i C zn. 1 A convex rational polyhedral cone CJ is called strongly 

convex if(Jn (-(J） ＝ ｛On}, and its dimension dim CJ is the dimension of the smallest 
subspace in股nwhich contains(J．A face, of(Jis a subset, C(Jof the form 

(1.2) T=rJn{xE町： L(x)= O} 

for some linear form L on町 suchthat L(x (x) 2: 0 for any XE(J．If {k: L(mり＝ 0,1 :S 
Kさs}= {i1,・・・,it}, we easily see that T = Cone(m,;u・・・,"Ii,). Thus, a face T of(Jis 
also a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone if CJ is so. 

A finite collectionどofstrongly convex rational polyhedral cones in町 iscalled a fan 
in町 ifevery face T of(JE ~ belongs to ~ and the intersection of any two elements of ~ 

is a face of each. 

1 When S is the emptyset 0, we set Cone(0) = {On} and we may also regard it as one of strongly convex 
rational polyhedral cones in JR.n, where we denote by On the zero vector in JR.n defined by On = (0, • • •, 0) E 

政匹
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An n dimensional irreducible normal variety X (over q is called a toric variety if it 

has a Zariski open subset'll'c = (er and the action o噂 onitself extends to an action of 
巧 onX. The most significant property of a toric variety is the fact that it is characterized 

up to isomorphism entirely by its associated fan I;. We denote byふ thetoric variety 
associated to a fan I;_ 

Since the fan of 11'もis{On} and this case is trivial, we always assume that any fan I; in 

田 satisfiesthe condition { 0サgs. 

Definition 1.1. Let I; be a fan in町 suchthat {Oサ~ I; and let 

(1.3) I:(1) ={pl,・・・ ，Pr} 

denote the set of all one dimensional cones in~- For each integer 1 -<:: k -<:: r, we denote by 

nk E四 theprimitive generator of Pk, sueh that 

(1.4) Pk n冗＝ Z;;,o・ nk. 

Note that Pk = Cone(nり＝恥0 • nk for each 1 :S k :S r. ロ

Polyhedral products and homogenous coordinates. Next, recall the definition of 

polyhedral products and homogenous coordinates of toric varieties. 

Definition 1.2. Let K be a simplicial complex on the vertex set [r] = {1, 2, ・ ・ ・, r },2 and 

let (X, A) be a pair of based spaces such that ACX. 

(i) Let ZK(X, A) denote the polyhedral product of the pair (X, A) with respect to K 
given by the union 

(1.5) ZK(X, A) = LJ (X, At, 
aEK 

where we set (X, At =｛（互...，年） EXr:咋 EAif k ~ u}. 

When (X, A) = (D汽Sり， wewrite忍＝忍(D叫炉） andit is called the moment-angle 
complex of K. 

(ii) For a fan ~ in町， letKE denote the underlying simplicial complex of~ defined by 

(1.6) 応＝ ｛｛i1,・・・,is} C [r]: Cone(n;,,n;2,・・・,n;J E ~}-

Note that KE is a simplicial complex on the vertex set [r]. 

(iii) Let GE C'IT'l:: = (C*Y denote the multiplicative subgroup of'IT'もdefinedby 

(1.7) 伍＝ ｛（μ1,...'凸） E冗： Il(μk)〈nk,m〉=1for all m E zn}, 

k=l 

2Let K be some set of subsets of [r]. Then the set K is called an abstmct simplicial complex on the 
vertex set [r] if the following condition holds: if T C CT andび EK, then T E K. In this paper by a 
simplicial complex K we always mean an an abstmct simplicial complex, and we always assume that a 
simplicial complex K contains the empty set 0. 
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where〈,〉 denotesthe standard inner product on町 givenby 〈u,v 〉 =~~=lU砂k for 

u = (uぃ•.．， U砂 and v = (v1,・・・,vn) E町．
(iv) Consider the natural GE-action on ZK,,(C, C*) given by coordinate-wise multi-

plication, i.e. μ ・ x = (μ1x1, ・ ・ ・, μr止） for(μ, x) = ((μ1, ・ ・ ・, μふ (x1,・ ・ ・，Xr)) E GE X 
ZK,,(C,C*). We denote by ZK,,(C,C*)/GE the corresponding orbit space and let 

(1.8) qx: Z/CjC,C*)→ Z/CE(C, C*)/G~ 

denote the canonical projection. 口

Lemma 1.3 ([6], [7], [19]). Suppose that the set { nk}k=l of all primitive generators spans 

田 (t.e．区［＝1賊． nk＝町）．
(i) There is a natural isomorphism 

(1.9) Xr;竺知(C,C*)/Gr;. 

(ii) If f : (Cpm • x~ is a holomorphic map, there exists an r-tuple D = (d1, • • •, dr) E 

(Z;::ot of non-negative integers satisfying the condition江=1dknk = 0 and homogenous 

polynomials f; E C[zo, ・ ・ ・, Zm] of degreed; (i = 1, 2, ・ ・ ・, r) such that polynomials {f;}iEcr 
have no common root except OE cm+l for each 1J E I（応） andthat the diagram 

(1.10) 

cm+1 ¥ {0}生二鱈

吋
z/CE(C,C*） 

qE l 
rcpm ~ z/Cx(C,C*）IGE = XE 

is commutative, where,m : rcm+i ¥ {O}→(Cpm denotes the canonical Hopf fibering and 

the map qE is a canonical projection induced from the identification (1. 9). In this case, 
we call this holomorphic map f as a holomorphic map of degree D = (d1, ・ ・ ・, dr) and we 
represent it as 

(1.11) f = [Ji, ・ ・ ・, fr l. 

Moreover, if g; E C[z0, ・ ・ ・, Zm] is a homogenous polynomial of degreed; (1 :Si :Sr) such 
that f = [fぃ・ ・ ・, fr] = [g1, ・ ・ ・, gr], there exists some element (μ1, ・ ・ ・, μr) E Gr: such that 
f; = μ; ・ g; for each 1 :Si :Sr. Thus, such r-tuple (!1, ・ ・ ・, fr)。1homogenous polynomials 
representing the holomo'T'[Jhic map f is uniquely determined up to Gr:-action. 

(iii) Let hk E C[z0, ・ ・ ・, z叫 bea homogenous polynomial of the degree dk for each 
1 :S kさrsuch that the polynomials｛加｝kErIhave no common real root except Om+l E町＋1

for each u E J（応）． Thenthere is a unique map h : ]Rpm→Xr: such that the following 
diagram 

(1.12) 

股m+l¥ {0}立

刈
zkx(C,C*） 

qE』
町pm ~ Z/Cx(C,C*）／伍＝ XE
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is commutative if and only if江=ld叫＝ On,where,m，艮：町＋1＼ {O}→良pmdenotes 

the canonical double covering. ロ

Remark 1.4. We call the map h determined by an r-tuple (h1, ・ ・ ・, hr) of homogenous 
polynomials given in (iii) of Lemma 1.3 as an algebraic map and we write h = [h1, • • •, hr]-

Note that two different such r-tuples of polynomials can determine the same maps. 

In fact, if we multiply all polynomials in such an r-tuple by the same polynomial which 

does not have any real roots except Om, we obtain the same algebraic map. For example, 

suppose that (h1, ・ ・ ・, hr) is the r-tuple of homogenous polynomials in C[z0, ・ ・ ・, z叫 of

degree d1, ・ ・ ・, dr satisfying the same condition as before. If (a1, ・ ・ ・, ar) E町 isthe r-
tuple of positive integers and it satisfies the condition区；＝1aknk = On, we can easily see 
that h = [h1, ・ ・ ・, hr] = [(g炉 hぃ...'(91)幻九l= [(g2炉柘， ...'(92汗hr]for 91 = ~乙硲
and 92 = (zo + z1戸＋区7:=2社．ロ

Assumptions. Let ~ be a fan in町 satisfyingthe condition (1.3) as in Definition 1.1. 

From now on, we assume that the following two conditions hold. 

(1.9.1) Thereisanr-tupleD. = (d;',・・・,d;) E罰 ofpositive integers such that Lしld匹＝
On. 

(1.9.2) The set { nけ；；＝1of primitive generators spans zn over Z. 

Remark 1.5. Note that XE is a compact iff LJびE臼＝町 Notealso thatふ issimply 

connected if and only if区；＝1Z • nk = zn. Hence, the condition (1.9.2) always holds if 

ふ iscompact or simply connected. On the other hand, if the condition (1.9.2) holds, one 

can easily see that the set { n叶；；＝1spans町 over良， andthere is an isomorphism (1.9) for 
the space XE. Moreover, we know that the condition (1.9.1) holds ifふ iscompact and 

non-singular [7, Theorem 3.1]． ロ

Remark 1.6. Let ~ denote the fan in股.2given by ~ = { {O叶，Cone(e1), Cone (e2)} for 

the standard basis e1 = (1, 0), e2 = (0, 1). Then the toric variety XE of~ isで whichhas 
trivial homogenous coordinates. It is clearly a (simply connected) smooth toric variety, and 

2 
the condition (1.9.1) also holds. However, in this case, L~=l dknk = 02 iff (d1,必） ＝ （0, 0). 
Hence, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that there are no algebraic maps ~pm →ふ＝ c2
other than the constant maps. Assuming the condition (1.9.1) guarantees the existence of 
non-trivial algebraic maps股戸→ XE.Of course, it would be sufficient to assume that 

D = (dい •..,dr) ヂ (0,... 0) but if山＝ 0for some i, then the number d(D, ~) (defined in 
(2.2)) is not a positive integer and our assertion (Theorem 2.2 below) is vacuous. For this 

reason, we will assume the condition d；；ミ 1for each 1 ::; k ::; r in (1.9.1)．ロ

Let XE be a non-singular toric variety and make the identification 

(1.13) XI; =Z/Cェ(C,C*)/GI;,

Let z0, ・ ・ ・, Zm be variables. Now we consider the space of all tuples of polynomials which 
define based algebraic maps. 
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Definition 1. 7. (i) For each d, m E N, let鷹 (C)denote the space of all homogenous 

polynomials J(z0, ・ ・ ・, Zm) E C[z0, ・ ・ ・, Zm] of degree d. 
(ii) For each r-tuple D = (d1, ・ ・ ・, dr) E W, let Pol氾 P叫Xr:)denote the space of 

r-tuples f = U1(zo, ・ ・ ・, Zm), ・ ・ ・, fr(zo, ・ ・ ・, Zm)) E鷹 (C)X ・ ・ ・ X嘔 (qof homogenous 
polynomials satisfying the following two conditions: 

(1.14.1) J(x) = U1 位），•．．， fr(x)) E U(K叫forany point尤＝ （Xo,...'Xm) E罠m+1¥{Om+1}．

(1.14.2) f (eリ＝ （f1(e1), ・ ・ ・,fr(eリ） ＝ （1, 1, ・ ・ ・, 1), where e1 = (1, 0, ・ ・ ・, 0) E阻m+1．ロ

Definition 1.8. We always assume the identificationふ ＝ U（応）/Gr:,and denote by 

伽，•.．， Yr] the point inふ representedby (Y1, ・ ・ ・, Yr) E U（応）． Moreover,we choose the 
two points [1 : 0 : ・・・ ：O] E股pmand *= [1, ・ ・ ・ , 1] E X刃 as the base-points of IR.Pm and 

ふ respectively.

Let D = (d1, ・ ・ ・, dr) E罰 bean r-tuple of positive integers such that~い d叫＝ On.
Then by using Lemma 1.3, for each r-tuple 

f = U1(zo, ・ ・ ・，年），・・ ・, fr(zo, ・ ・ ・, Zm)) E Pol~ （艮P叫 X叫

one can define based algebraic map 
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[fl = [Ji, ・ ・ ・, fr l :（股P叫 [e]）→ (X~, *) by 

[fl (［a叶） ＝ ［fi(x), ・ ・ ・, fr(x)] 

for困＝ ［Xo : ・ ・ ・ : Xm] E !RP叫 wherex = (xo, ・ ・ ・, Xm) E股m+l¥ {Om+1}- Hence, 
we denote by Map;(IRP叫ふ） thepath-component of Map*（股P叫ふ） whichcontains all 

algebraic maps of degree D, and we obtain the natural map 

(1.16) 

given by 

(1.17) 

iD,m: Pol;（戦P叫XE)→Mapら（股P叫ふ）

iv,m(f) = [f] = [!1, ・ ・ ・, f』

for f = (fi(zo, ・ ・ ・, Zm), ・ ・ ・, fr(zo, ・ ・ ・, Zm)) E Poら(IRPm,X叫，． 口

When m = 1, we make the identification罠pl=31 =股 Uoo and choose the points oo 

as the base-point of斑P1.Then, by setting z =百， wecan view a homogenous polynomial 

f(zo, z1) E <C[zo,叫 ofdegree d as a monic polynomial fk(z) E <C[z] of degree d. Thus, 
when m = 1, one can redefine the space Polb(S1, Xr;) as follows. 

Definition 1.9. (i) Let pd denote the space of all monic polynomials f(z)＝砂＋a戸d-l+

・ ・ ・ + ad-1Z + ad E <C[z] of degreed, and let 

(1.18) pD = pd1 X p必 X00•XP凸
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Note that there is a homeomorphism ¢ : pd竺び givenby ¢（砂＋ I:t=lakzd-k) = 
(aぃ•..'叩） E Ci 

(ii) For any r-tuple D = (dぃ・ ・ ・, dr) E N八letPol;(s1, Xr:) denote the space of all 
r-tuples (f1(z), ・ ・ ・, fr(z)) E pD of monic polynomials satisfying the following condition 

(t): 

(t) The polynomialsム(z),・ ・ ・, f;s (z) have no common real root for anyび＝ ｛i1, ・ ・ ・, is} E 

I(Kr:), i.e. (!;1(0:),・・・,f;Ja)）=J 08 for any a E恥

When the condition区し占nk= On holds, by identifying Xr: =年（<C,<C*)/Gr: and 
IR.P1 = S1 = IR. U oo, one can define a natural map 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

iD = iD,1: p鳴（S[ふ）→ Map*(S＼ふ） ＝nxI; by 

叫 fi(z),・ ・ ・, fr(z))(a) =｛い(a)，・ ・ •, fr(a)］ if a E股

[1, 1, ・ ・ ・, 1] if Cl! = CX) 

for (fi(z),--・,fr(z)) E Polb(S1,X叫anda Eゞ＝股Uoo, where we choose the points oo 
and [1, 1, • • •, 1] as the base-points of S1 and x~. 

Note that P鳴 (S1,X~) is simply connected and that the map Dq~ : DZ/Cx(C,C*)→ 
Q心 isa universal covering. Thus, when ~い d叫＝ On, the mapり liftsto the space 
QZ/Cs(C,C*)~ oz/C,, and there is a map 

(1.21) 

such that 

(1.22) 

ゅ： P鳴 (S1,Xr;)→9Z/Cx 

Oq1: oゆ＝ゅ・

Remark 1.10. Even if冗いdknkヂOnwe can define the two maps 

iD: p鳴 (S1,XI;)→ox:!.;, JD: P鳴 (S1,X叫→ 9Z応

by using stabilization maps. The detail is given in [19]. 

Now we need to define the numbers rmin(~) and d(D, ~). 

Definition 1.11. Let I; be a fan in町 asin Definition 1.1. 

口

(i) We say that a set S = { niu ・．•,叫｝ is primitive in I; if Cone(S) (/_ I; but Cone(T) E 

I; for any proper subset T呈S.

(ii) For D = (d1, ・ ・ ・, dr) E罰 defineintegers rmin(I;) and d(D, I;; m) by 

(1.23) 
{ rm亭） ＝ min{S E N : ｛n019..．，nぃ｝ is primitive in S}, 

d(D, ~; m) = (2rmin(~) -m -l)dmin -2, where dmin = min{dぃ...，山｝．
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Definition 1.12. Recall that a map g : V→W is called a homology (resp. homotopy) 
equivalence through dimension N if the induced homomorphism g. : Hk(V; Z)→几(W;Z)
(resp. g,：叫V)→叫W))is an isomorphism for all k:::; N. ロ

Now recall the following result. 

Theorem 1.13 ([13]). Let m 2: 2 be a positive integer, XE be a compact smooth toric vari-
ety and D = (dぃ•.．， dr) E陀 bean r-tuple of positive integers such that ~しld叫＝ On.
Then the natural map iv,m: Poら（股P叫X叫→ Mapら(JRP叫X叫isa homology equivalence 
through dimension d(Dぶ；m). ロ

Note that the above result does not hold for the case m = l. For example, this can be 
seen in [11] for the case XE= (Cpn_ In fact, the main purpose of this paper is to investigate 
the result corresponding to this theorem for the case m = 1. 

2 Main results 

Previous results. First, recall the following result concerning to the homotopy type of 
space of rational curves one a toric variety. 

Theorem 2.1 ([18]). Let XE be a simply connected non-singular toric variety associated 
to the fan ~ such that the condition (1. 9.1) is satisfied. Then if D = (dぃ・ ・ ・, dr) E Nr and 
区r~=I dknk = On, the inclusion map 

iD,hol: H鳴 (S2ふ）今瑞XE

is a homotopy equivalence through dimension d.(D, ~) if rmin(~) ~ 3 and a homology 
equivalence through dimension d,(D, ~) = dmin -2 if r min(~) = 2. 

Here, SlIJXE (resp. Holb(S汽X叫） denotesthe space of based continuous (resp. based 
holomorphic) maps from S2 to XE of degree D, and d,(D, ~) is the number given by 

(2.1) d,(D, ~) = (2rmin(~) -3)dmin -2, where dmin = min{d1, ・ ・ ・, dr}．ロ

The main results of this note. The main result of this paper is to consider the real 
analogue of the above result and this is stated as follows. 

Theorem 2.2 ([19]). Let D = (d1, ・ ・ ・, dr) E陀 bean r-tuple of positive integers and let 
Xr; be a simply connected non-singular toric variety such that the condition (1.9.1) holds. 
Then there is map 

ぬ： P鳴（S¥ふ） → oz/Cx 
which is a homotopy equivalence through dimension d(Dぶ）， wherethe number d(D, I:) is 
given by 

(2.2) d(Dぶ） ＝d(Dぶ； 1)= (2rmin(~) -2)dmin -2. 口
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Corollary 2.3 ([19]). Under the same assumption as in Theorem忍．2,there is the map 
iD :P鳴 (S1,Xr:)→ QXx. induces an isomoryhism 

(i心 ： 冗(Poら(S1,Xi:)) -=-+叫QXx）竺 7rk+1(Xx)

for any 2 :S k :S d(D, ~)- 口

Corollary 2.4 ([19]). Let D = (d1, ・ ・ ・, dr) E阿 bean r-tuple of positive integers satisfying 
the condition江＝1d叫＝ On,and letX刃 bea simply connected compact non-singular toric 
variety. Let I;(l) denote the set of all one dimensional cones in I;, and I;1 any fan in記

such that I;(l) C I;1 ~ I;. 
(i) Then XE, is a non-singular open toric subvariety of XE and there is the map 

知： P鳴 (S1,XE』→ nzE1

which is a homotopy equivalence through dimension d(D,闊
(ii) Moreover, there is the map iv : P鳴 (S1,X叫 → nxE1which induces the isomor-

phism 

(i心：冗(Po1;(s1,xい）二げ叩X叫釦「k+1(X~,)

for any 2::::; k::::; d(Dぶ1)． ロ

Examples. Finally consider the example of the main results. Since the case XE = (Cpn 
was already well known, we consider the case that XE is the Hirzerbruch surface H(k). 

Definition 2.5. For an integer k E Z, let H(k) be the Hirzerbruch surface defined by 

H(k) = {([x0: x1: xか[y1: Y2]) E CP2 X (Cpl : X閲＝巧y夕｝ C CP2 x cpl. 

Since there are isomorphisms H(-k)全 H(k)for kヂ0and H(O)竺 CP1x CP1, without 
loss of generality we can assume that k ~ l. Let江 denotethe fan in配 givenby 

~k = {Cone(ni,ni+1) (1 :Si :S 3),Cone(n4,n1),Cone(nj) (1 :S j :S 4), {O}}, 

where we set n1 = (1, 0), ~ = (0, 1), 71:3 = (-1, k), n4 = (0, -1). 
It is easy to see that均 isthe fan of H(k) and that H(k) is a compact non-singular 

toric variety. Note that畠 (1)= {Cone(n,;) : 1 :Si :S 4}. Since {n1, n:i} and｛乃， n4}are 
only primitive in喜加in凶＝ 2.

Moreover, for D = (d1,d2,d凸） E即 theequality ~い d叫＝ 02 holds iff (d凸） ＝ 

叫屈＋d2).Thus, if ~!=id叫＝ 02, we have dmin = min{d1,d2,d3山｝ ＝ min{d1，必｝．
ロ

Example 2.6. Let D = (d1, d2, dふ山） EN4, k E N, and ~ be a fan in記 suchthat 

以(1)= {Cone(n』:1'.Si'.S4} C ~ C 以 asin Definition 2. 5. 
(i) XE is a non-singular open toric subvariety of H(k) if~~ 喜

＃ 
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(ii) If江＝ldk四＝ 02,the equality (d3,山） ＝ （d1, kd1 + d砂holdsand the map Jv : 
P鳴 (S1,XE)→Q Z応 isa homotopy equivalence through dimension 2 min { d凸｝ー 2.
Moreover, the map iv : Poら（S¥ふ） →nxE induces an isomoryhism 

(i砧： 1rk(Polt(S＼ふ））二 T叩ふ）竺 7rk+l（ふ）

for any 2 ~ k ~ 2min{dぃ必｝ー 2.
(iii) If区し心nkヂ02,there is a mapぬ： Polt(S1,X叫→ QZ/CE which is a ho-

motopy equivalence through dimension 2 min{ d1, d2, d3, d4} -2, and there is a map in : 
Polt(S1,X叫→ DXEwhich induces an isomorphism 

(i砧：冗(Polt(S＼ふ））二}T叩ふ）竺 7rk+l（ふ）

for any 2：：：： K ：：：： 2min{dいd2,dふ d4}ー 2 ロ

Remark 2. 7. As we considered as above, the space Poら(S1,X叫canbe regarded as one 
of real analogues of the space Hoら(S↑X叫． Inour previous paper [17], we investigate the 
homotopy type of the space Poly忙(IC)of resultants of bounded multiplicity. We can also 
consider the real analogues of it, and we shall investigate the homotopy types of them in 
the subsequent papers ([20], [21]）．ロ
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